
Slay Grungy and Soiled Floors 
GRUNGESLAYER is a powder prespray agent 

to be applied prior to cleaning with a hard 
surface extraction wand or tool
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• GrungeSlayer works to effectively as a powder prespray or as a 
booster/additive to clean and restore reglected tile or concrete.

•  Works best using a rotary agitation hard surface tool

GRUNGESLAYER is a powder prespray 
agent to be applied on neglected 
tile and concrete floors that have 

a high level of grunge, soil and 
grease build-up. It slays the grime 

and restores the floor to a clean 
and shiny condition.

Part #  950-156
Available in: 6.5# jar, 4packX6.5# jar

Directions: 
1.   Read entire label before using. Use only as directed. Always pretest surface with cleaning 

solution for color¬fastness prior to cleaning. Ensure work area is well-ventilated during 
application. Keep children and pets out of the area during application and drying.  
GRUNGESLAYER is not recommended for cleaning natural stone floors.

2.   This product is ultra-concentrated. For normal soiling, mix 2 ounces of GRUNGESLAYER 
powder with one gallon of warm or hot water into a professional sprayer. For extreme 
soiling, mix three to four ounces of powder with a gallon of warm of hot water into a 
professional sprayer. For application through a Inline Injection Sprayer, mix 12 oz. of 
powder and fill container with water. Use 4:1 dilution. 

3.   Apply mixed solution with sprayer evenly and liberally across surface to be cleaned. You 
can use a pump-up sprayer or a battery powered sprayer. If preferred, you can apply mixed 
solution with a damp mop, sponge, or other appropriate professional equipment. If using a 
mop for solution application and surface cleaning, change your mop water often to make 
sure that soil is not re-deposited. 

4.   Allow for 3 -5 minutes of dwell time. For concrete, if stains have been deeply absorbed, allow 
longer dwell time so the solution has time to reach into the concrete pores and crevices.

5.   Allow the surface to dry
For use as a carpet cleaning solution booster/additive:
1.   Mix two ounces of GRUNGESLAYER with each gallon of mixed prespray (traffic lane 

cleaner, preconditioner) solution. This mixture is not recommended for wool carpeting or 
residential nylon carpets that are being properly maintained.

2. Always pretest surface with boosted cleaning solution for color¬fastness prior to cleaning.
3.  Proceed to apply the prespray and continue cleaning in accordance with the directions of 

the prespray.
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